
Our Mission as a Company in this World 

Our Company has One Mission.  We exist to serve SOUL – the Survival and Sustenance of
Organized Human Life.   We live in a world, in a time, when this is at stake, right now.  This is
big, bold, daring and demanding.  It is no small or light mission, and it is one that demands
full attention and cooperation from everyone in our organization and from those with whom
we interact and serve, as a Company and as individuals.

We exist in order to respond in the most vigorous, potent way with essential and necessary
solutions  for  challenges  to  society  and  civilization  that  are  emerging  through  critical
transformations  happening  now  in  our  world.   In  order  to  accomplish  our  mission
successfully, we must Serve Everyone in the Most Accurate and Sustainable Way.  We do
this using Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, and Medicine.  (“STEMM”)  We
do this as a Corporate Team and as Individuals.

Our  Mission is  to  deliver  the  most  optimal  means for  people  as individuals,  groups and
institutions to achieve and sustain health and vitality, and through such, to attain and sustain
wealth  and  affluence,  and  in  all  of  this,  meaningful  purposeful  living,  all  of  this  in  an
environment of instability, uncertainty and dramatic change. This is our fundamental mission
and  set  of  objectives.  Our  activities  incorporate  both  products  and  services,  employing
information and knowledge technologies as well as instrumentation, both physical and digital.

This  is  why  we  have  developed  and  refined  our  STEMM  and  our  products  –  BioProt,
MedAtrium,  Eyrie,  VESID and OASIS.  This is  why we have crafted each aspect  of  our
business to fit this Mission.  We knew what was coming, years ago.  We studied, we learned,
we made our mistakes, we corrected them, we built, we refined, and now we Deliver to You
what our world needs.

Our Mission is bigger than all of us, within our Company and in the rest of our world.  Unless
we all pursue this together, in earnest, with vigor, with stamina, with the utmost potency, then
we will  all  lose in what  matters – our civilization,  our lives,  our cultures, our people,  our
families.
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